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 SO WHO TAUGHT MASTER FUNAKOSHI?SO WHO TAUGHT MASTER FUNAKOSHI?SO WHO TAUGHT MASTER FUNAKOSHI?SO WHO TAUGHT MASTER FUNAKOSHI?    
    

In his bibliography, Gichin Funakoshi wrote 
that he had two main teachers, Masters Azato 
and Itosu, though he sometimes trained under 
Matsumura, Kiyuna, Kanryo Higaonna, and 
Niigaki. Who were these two Masters and 
how did they influence him? 

    

Yasutsune “Ankoh” Azato (1827–1906) was born into a family of hereditary 
chiefs of Azato, a village between the towns of Shuri and Naha. 
 
Both he and his good friend Yasutsune Itosu learned karate from Sokon 
“Bushi” Matsumura, bodyguard to three Okinawan kings. He had legendary 
martial skills employing much intelligence and strategy over strength and 
ferocity. Funakoshi states that though lightly built when he began training, 
after a few years Azato as well as Itosu had developed their physiques “to 
admirable and magnificent degrees.” 
 

Azato was skilled in karate, horsemanship, archery, Jigen Ryu ken-jutsu, 
Chinese literature and politics. 

    
Continued on page 2Continued on page 2Continued on page 2Continued on page 2    
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FROM THE EDITOR’S DESKFROM THE EDITOR’S DESKFROM THE EDITOR’S DESKFROM THE EDITOR’S DESK 
 

Welcome to the inaugural issue of OSS!! To some of the members who have been 
with us for quite sometime knows how long this newsletter have been in planning. 
Please don’t forget to send me your feedback so that I can make this newsletter a 
better resource for all of us.  
 
Azlimmi Himzal 
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He was well-versed in Confucian Classics (a study of 
morals and virtues) and discussed these so much with 
the young Funakoshi (who began studying with Azato 
at age 11) that this was one of the factors that 
prompted Funakoshi to become a schoolteacher. 
  
“Like all traditional Okinawan teachers, Azato stressed 
the development of skill through the practice of kata, 
although when it came to applying karate techniques in 
fighting his advice was to ‘think of your arms and legs 
as swords.’” 
 
It is said that Azato was a very skilled swordsman. He 
once had a bout with Yorin Kanna, one of Okinawa’s 
most famous swordsmen in which Azato was unarmed. 
When Kanna thrust at him, Azato avoided the blade. 
“With a deft flip of his hand...(Azato)...brought Kanna to 
his knees,” writes Funakoshi. Azato explained that 
much of Kanna’s previous success was the result of his 
ability to overawe his opponent with his reputation and 
fighting spirit. But by remaining calm and looking for 
weakness in Kanna’s attack, he was able to defeat him. 
 
“Azato’s whole approach to combat seems to have 
been based on a highly developed sense of timing 
coupled with an instant response. He was once asked 
to explain the meaning of ippon-ken. 
 
“Azato told the questioner to try and hit him. Before the 
man could blink, Azato blocked his attack and instantly 
delivered an ippon-ken which stopped at the man’s 
solar plexus. Funakoshi says that the man realized ‘that 
the fist, had it actually struck his solar plexus, might 
have killed him.’” 
 
A widely read man, “Azato followed the advice of 
Chinese military strategist Sun Tzu, who wrote, ‘Know 
the enemy and know yourself; in a hundred battles you 
will never be in peril.’ He kept detailed records on all 
living karate masters living in Okinawa, including 
names and addresses, strengths and weaknesses, and 
any special skills or techniques.” He lived to be eighty 
years old. 
 
Yasutsune Itosu (1832-1915) started to train from an 
early age. He was a very powerful man “with a great 

round chest like a beer barrel’” and strong in atemi 
(striking the vital points), certainly strong enough to kill 
an enemy with one stroke. He also had a reputation as 
a scholar and a calligrapher. 
 
“He taught karate secretly at his home to a select band 
of six or seven followers... They trained as Bu (martial 
art) not as sport, like they do now.” About 1906, Sensei  
 
Itosu began to teach karate in schools in Okinawa, “We 
have to thank Sensei Itosu for development of karate 
not only in mainland Japan, but also in the rest of the 
world.”  
 
It was Itosu’s students who developed the major part of 
what is now called Shuri-te or Shorin-Ryu karate. Itosu 
kept the line of Gusukuma, a remarkable teacher with 
powerful forearms who could also leap eight feet in the 
air in the kick and drop technique in Kankudai. 
 
Itosu had remarkable gripping power. Once he was 
attacked from behind by a sturdy young man outside a 
restaurant. Without even turning, Itosu hardened the 
muscles of his stomach so that the blow glanced off his 
body, and at the very same instant his right hand 
grasped the wrist of his assailant and he calmly 
dragged the man into the restaurant and ordered food 
and wine. He took a sip of wine and pulled the assailant 
in front of him of him, smiled and said, “I don’t know 
what your grudge against me could be, but let’s have a 
drink together!” 
 
Later, a Japanese doctor examining a number of 
candidates for military service, was impressed with their 
physical excellence. When he found they were students 
of Itosu and of the art of Tode (which can also be 
pronounced karate, meaning “Chinese hand” at that 
time), the Japanese authorities agreed to introduce it to 
into the education system. 
 
Itosu taught until his death at the age of 84. Gichin 
Funakoshi continued to teach and demonstrate karate. 
He later combined the teachings of Azato and Itosu (of 
the Shuri-te/Shorin lineage) with elements of the Shorei 
systems to create a modern system of karate called 
Shotokan. 
 

Excerpted from Shotokan Karate A Precise History Shotokan Karate A Precise History Shotokan Karate A Precise History Shotokan Karate A Precise History by Harry Cook, published in 
Norfolk, England, 2001. 
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SHU HA RISHU HA RISHU HA RISHU HA RI 
    
Why I chose this rather esoteric topic for this inaugural 
issue is as a way to explain the design of the Mon 
(badge) of the Seiken Karate Academy. Rather than 
have a plain circle as per usual to encircle the TORA-
NO-MAKI (the shotokan tiger design) I have adapted a 
fluid brush stroke. This serves as a reminder to myself 
above all that the search of knowledge is ever 
continuing and the nature of knowledge itself is organic 
(alive) and is not rigid & dogmatic. A karate-ka 
commences a life long journey of continuous training 
from the moment they step into their first class. Each 
one follows their own unique path, and as in the brush 
stroke in the Mon, has no finish line…. Once you 
thought you complete something, there is always 
another aspect to master. It is only through these 
experiences then can we reach the maturation and truly 
develop our skills and character. 
 
The Japanese define this journey as Shu Ha Ri, which 
can be roughly translated as Obedience, Divergence, 
Transcendence. The following is merely one example of 
how over time our understanding of Karate techniques 
mature. 
 
Note:Note:Note:Note: Gedan Barai is used for the example, but all of 
the techniques used in Karate are learned in similar 
developmental stages. 
 
To the beginner of Karate, Gedan Barai (lower block) is 
only thought of as a way to block a kick attack directed 
towards groin region. The advanced practitioner may 
see Gedan Barai in a different light, the following are 
possible advanced uses for Gedan Barai:  
 
#1#1#1#1 As a deterrent to further attacks. By strongly 
blocking we create fear, and doubt in our attackers 
mind.  
 
#2#2#2#2 Used for Kansetsu Waza (attacks directed at joints) 
or Kyusho Waza (vital point striking). Gedan Barai may 
be used to attack the opponents kidney, hips, back and 
inner thigh. Note: Note: Note: Note: For Gedan Barai it is correct at the 
beginner stage to use Tekubi (wrist) to block. To the 
advanced practitioner the hammer fist, forearm, and 
elbow may also be used while maintaining the motion 
of Gedan Barai (to deliver a wide range of attacking 
motions). 

#3 #3 #3 #3 Gedan Barai may be used as an preemptive attack. 
The timing of this concept is to "take the initiative early" 
(Sen no Sen), at the onset of the attack. 
 
SSSShuhuhuhu    ((((Basic translationBasic translationBasic translationBasic translation    : To protect, defend, guard, and : To protect, defend, guard, and : To protect, defend, guard, and : To protect, defend, guard, and 
watch over.watch over.watch over.watch over.))))    Kanji are the Chinese characters used in 
the modern Japanese writing system, along with 
Hiragana, Katakana, and Romaji. A single Kanji 
character may be used to write one or more different 
words. From the perspective of the reader, Kanji are 
known to have one or more different readings. 
 
The Kanji for The Kanji for The Kanji for The Kanji for ShuShuShuShu can also be read as  can also be read as  can also be read as  can also be read as MamoruMamoruMamoruMamoru, which , which , which , which 
translates astranslates astranslates astranslates as: Observe, obey, keep, fulfill, and keep a 
promise. 
 
Historically (late 19th and early 20th centuries) the 
transmission of knowledge among Okinawan Karate-ka 
was through the practice of Kata. Illiteracy and the 
considerable cost of books were not the only reasons 
for this system of learning. During this time technical 
knowledge was closely guarded from all, but a trusted 
few disciples. Training commenced in the still of the 
night with closed shutters, to conceal their system of 
Karate from the prying eyes of others. So it would have 
been inconceivable to write down their method of 
Karate for all others to view. The dualistic nature of the 
movements of Kata, are often referred to as OmoteOmoteOmoteOmote  
and UraUraUraUra. 
 

1. OmoteOmoteOmoteOmote- reflects what is readily observable in 
the movements of Kata. Using the first 
movement from Heian Shodan as an example, 
the observer would witness a downward block 
to the left side. Translation:Translation:Translation:Translation: outside surface, 
exterior, or face of something.     

2. UraUraUraUra- describes what is hidden beneath the 
surface of Kata. After searching below the 
outer layer of the first movement in Heian 
Shodan, the practitioner may understand the 
movement differently than the obvious OmoteOmoteOmoteOmote 
version. Using Irimi (entering the opponents 
space) the practitioner cuts in deeply with 
downward block, simultaneously striking the 
opponents groin. Translation:Translation:Translation:Translation: other side, 
reverse, and hidden part. 

    
ShuShuShuShu is a stage of development that is paramount in the 
development of every practitioner. The guiding 
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principles learned at this stage should be practiced 
exactly as taught. Although the logic of certain 
principles may not be initially obvious, with continued 
persistence in their training the importance of these 
principles will surface. 
 
HaHaHaHa ( ( ( (Basic translation Basic translation Basic translation Basic translation : : : : Break through, smash, be Break through, smash, be Break through, smash, be Break through, smash, be 
exceptional, and carry through with.exceptional, and carry through with.exceptional, and carry through with.exceptional, and carry through with.))))    
 
TheTheTheThe same Kanji character may be read as  same Kanji character may be read as  same Kanji character may be read as  same Kanji character may be read as YaburuYaburuYaburuYaburu, and , and , and , and 
translates totranslates totranslates totranslates to: Break (a promise), smash, destroy, break 
out of (jail), and defeat. 
 
In the beginning stages of development, the practitioner 
is immersed in the fundamentals of Karate. Turning 
"conscious action" into a "sub-conscious reaction" is the 
lofty ambition of this stage. Infinite repetitions will hard-
wire the techniques of Karate into our physiological 
system, this journey can never end. Although the 
oppressive nature of "Shu" leaves many Karate 
practitioners in its wake, the ones that persevere will 
gain the benefits derived from Karate. 
 
It is a natural development in any art-form to express 
yourself through your art. This is the next stage of 
development, Ha. Throughout the world women and 
men practice Karate, but far too often they practice the 
same Karate. Males naturally have more physical 
strength than females, and frequently express this in 
their performance. Although this is visually appealing to 
many, it generally covers up poor fundamentals. The 
female practitioner cannot hide behind brute strength, 
nor should they. More of an emphasis by female 
practitioners should be placed on target, body shifting, 
timing, and various Karada no Buki (weapons of the 
body) that will create the maximum effect. Kata's like 
Chinte, GankakuGankakuGankakuGankaku, and Bassai Sho have these qualities 
and should be thoroughly trained. The beauty will 
resonate from Kata performance that adheres to these 
qualities. 
 
NoteNoteNoteNote: The above is merely an example of the 
developmental stage of Ha. It is in no way a reflection 
that men and women are not equal. To take our Karate 
to the ultimate heights, we need to express our own 
unique character and body structure. 
    
RI (RI (RI (RI (Basic translation:Basic translation:Basic translation:Basic translation:    Separate, detach, disjoin, and Separate, detach, disjoin, and Separate, detach, disjoin, and Separate, detach, disjoin, and 
scatter.scatter.scatter.scatter.)))) 

 
The same Kanji charactThe same Kanji charactThe same Kanji charactThe same Kanji character may be read as er may be read as er may be read as er may be read as HanareruHanareruHanareruHanareru,,,,    
and translates to:and translates to:and translates to:and translates to: Go away, separate, be (a long time or 
distance) away, and leave. 
 
SHUSHUSHUSHU 
The practitioner will begin their journey into Karate 
requiring the guidance of a Sensei. Assuming the role 
of a compass the instructor will navigate their protege 
along the Karate path. Without this type of teacher / 
student relationship the practitioners endeavour with be 
hopeless. This is the developmental stage known as 
Shu. 
 
HAHAHAHA 
As the practitioner matures, they acquire their own 
individualistic philosophy. This is a natural progression 
for the student, and should be nurtured by the 
instructor. We express our own unique character and 
body structure through the techniques of Karate. 
Understanding this is paramount in the developmental 
stage known as Ha. 
 
RIRIRIRI 
"Sensei" is a term that is far too often corrupted for the 
monetary gain of those that are guilty of this charge. Of 
these accused many have no understanding or desire 
for their students to develop themselves along the Shu 
Ha Ri course. At the final stage of our development, we 
need to step away from the shadow of our instructors’ 
guidance. This stage is known as Ri. When is it time to 
move out and leave home? There is no answer to this 
question, because every journey is unique. 
 
In conclusion to the abstract topic of Shu Ha Ri, is a 
cautionary word and possibly the reason why many fail 
to understand "the life line of a Karate-ka". Shu Ha Ri is 
rarely ever spoken of, or even thought about. This 
statement may come as quite the surprise to those 
"Sensei", that enjoy nothing more than to talk about 
themselves. Others will recognize the "stages" that we 
have achieved, through our practice of Karate. 
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ISAKA SENSEI FUNDAMENTALS ISAKA SENSEI FUNDAMENTALS ISAKA SENSEI FUNDAMENTALS ISAKA SENSEI FUNDAMENTALS     
(SIT DOWN LESSON) : SEIZA(SIT DOWN LESSON) : SEIZA(SIT DOWN LESSON) : SEIZA(SIT DOWN LESSON) : SEIZA    

By Paul Kallender, KWF Honbu Dojo 
 

Sit DSit DSit DSit Down Pracitice is a Real Stretch!own Pracitice is a Real Stretch!own Pracitice is a Real Stretch!own Pracitice is a Real Stretch!    

 
 
1. Seiza 1. Seiza 1. Seiza 1. Seiza （正座）（正座）（正座）（正座）    
There is no doubt about it; mention to Isaka Sensei (IS) 
that this lesson is like Yoga or get into some esoteric 
stuff about energy channels or ki energy and he will 
give you a pitying smile. After 40 years of this, I don't 
think IS gives a hoot about claims others make for his 
sit down lessons. But I can tell you from extensive 
experience that IS sit down lessons have a semi-
miraculous effect on the body and spirit. Many a fuggy 
Sunday morning have been cured by 40 minutes of IS 
training particularly when he stretches you.  
    
That Special FeelingThat Special FeelingThat Special FeelingThat Special Feeling    
He calls it that "special feeling."Veterans of IS classes 
will know the familiar refrain: 
 
Isaka Sensei: "Paul-san: Do you have.... .... special 
feeling?" 
 
Paul San: "Gmmpphhhffff." 
 
Isaka Sensei (big smile on face): "Ah, yes!" 
    
Kihon within KihonKihon within KihonKihon within KihonKihon within Kihon    
What I will do over the coming weeks is try to focus on 
the first ten "sit down lesson" positions as IS calls them. 
IS regards these as "Kihon within Kihon." Personally, I 
am not interested in Yoga this or mysticism that, and IS 
doesn't give a hoot about any of that, as I indicated. But 
these stretches are something that he has concluded 
are highly effective after 40 years researching human 
movement to add strength, speed, flexibility and fine 
tuning to his own body and if they resemble fashionable 
things done by housewives on fancy stretch mats in 
expensive gyms, so be it ;-). No bandannas or incense 

candles at the KWF, I am afraid. (We used to have a 
beer machine though, fully stocked and ready for action 
24/7. Unfortunately, that's gone.) 
 
All I can say is that these deep, deep stretches and 
breathing do seem to calm you down and pep you up- 
calm you and energize all at the same time. Of course, 
some of this may well be psychosomatic rather than 
physical, but if you feel a lot better and emerge more 
relaxed and looser, it's got to be a result, right? The 
other thing is that doing these stretches do seem to 
really set up for moving more fluidly. I am not saying 
anything more than intelligent folks could consider 
adding parts or all of these movements to their stretch 
routines if they notice benefit. 
 
So let's go to the first stretch: Seiza (正座）  
 
For those of you don't know, but anyone familiar with 
budo culture must know this as sort of first lesson, 
(正座） seiza and （礼） rei, or bowing, are essential 
building blocks of Japanese culture. Actually, before I 
get on my high horse, it was Sensei Richard Amos who 
first taught me to bow properly. Bowing too much and 
saying "Ossu" to everything, what I would call "out-
Japaneezing the Japanese" are two things enthusiastic 
foreigners sometimes do. All that is called for is respect 
and politeness and what I would call social intelligence 
(aka basic courtesy and common sense). 
 
OK there is an entire culture surrounding the 
importance of the posture of seiza, and of course it's 
very important in Karate for a number of reasons, not 
least : 

a) the lineup (整列） 
b) correct posture for mokuso (黙想） 
c) having your coccyx tucked up and leaning 

forward a fraction so you can kick maegeri or 
block without getting up (this was often shown 
as a kihon kick by Asai sensei) 

d) knees together for women and slightly apart 
for men 

e) hand position mid way up thighs... ...etc.  
 
However, this is not about sitting up correctly, it's about 
using the stretch to loosen up some vital parts of the 
pelvic girdle, back, knees and shoulders.  
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2) The Seiza Stretc2) The Seiza Stretc2) The Seiza Stretc2) The Seiza Stretch Itself:h Itself:h Itself:h Itself:    
When you sit in seiza, keep you back straight and lean 
forward. As your chin gets closer and closer to the floor 
remember to AVOID bending your back in the slightest. 
If you bend your back, this stretch's effectiveness is 
mainly voided. By keeping your back straight as 
possible, you will get a deep, deep stretch out of it. As 
you go down forward slowly, remember 吸って (sutte) 
(breath out). With your arms stretched out in front of 
you, palms down on the dojo, keep your head up and 
neck parallel with your back and continue to breath out 
and push/ pull yourself deeper. Keep on breathing and 
when you breathe out, stretch deeper and deeper. 
 

 
 

You should take this seriously but not make a meal out 
of it; it's not going to take you to Nirvana, but with the 
other nine patterns we do in sit down lessons, they 
certainly do make you feel better.  
 
Timing:Timing:Timing:Timing: Keep on doing this stretch for a good few 
minutes. Essential: Keep back straight as possible and 
bend from hip, keeping back straight, keep breathing 
fluid- failure to do any of these will heavily discount the 
effectiveness of the stretch of the lower back, shoulders 
and knees. Advanced: (a) Use hands to track left and 
right as far as 45 degrees- this really is useful for 
adding in flexibility for the hip joints (b) have a partner 
GENTLY push your lower back, timed with your 
breathing out. 
    

    

THE SHOTO CENTRE MONTHE SHOTO CENTRE MONTHE SHOTO CENTRE MONTHE SHOTO CENTRE MON    

As a sign of its traditional values the 
Shoto Centre mon (badge), is taken 
directly from the original drawing by 
Hoan Kosugi, a famous artist and 
president of the Tabata Poplar Club, an 
artist' guild. He was a very important 
figure in the development of Shotokan 
karate-do in Japan. 

To entice Funakoshi, to write a book about karate, 
Hoan Kosugi told Funakoshi that if he would write the 
book, Kosugi would design it and provide a painting for 
the cover. When Gichin Funakoshi produced the book, 
Hoan Kosugi produced the now famous Shotokan tiger. 

His idea for the tiger came from the expression "Tora 
no maki." Tora no maki, in the Japanese tradition, is the 
official written document of an art or system, which is 
used as the definitive reference source for that 
particular art. Since no books had ever been written 
about karate, Hoan Kosugi told Funakoshi that his book 
was the tora no maki of karate, and since "tora" also 
means "tiger", he designed the tiger as a representation 
of Funakoshi's art. The irregularity of the circle indicates 
that it was probably painted with 
one brush stroke. Other theories 
state that the original mon was a 
woodcut. The characters by the 
tiger's tail denote the name of the 
artist. 

The ‘Shotokan’ tiger is a traditional Chinese design 
which implies that the tiger never sleeps. The tiger, 
therefore, symbolizes the keen alertness and danger of 
the wakeful tiger and the serenity of the peaceful mind 
which Master Funakoshi experienced while listening to 
the pine waves on Tiger's Tail Mountain.  

The Mon is enhanced with a circle done in brush stroke 
to symbolize the circle of knowledge in the concept of 
SHU-HA-RI and the kanji above it (SHOTO) further 
reinforces our ties to the founder of Shotokan-ryu. 
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FUNAKOSHI O’SENSEI 52FUNAKOSHI O’SENSEI 52FUNAKOSHI O’SENSEI 52FUNAKOSHI O’SENSEI 52NDNDNDND ANNIVERSARY  ANNIVERSARY  ANNIVERSARY  ANNIVERSARY 
MEMORIAL GASSHUKUMEMORIAL GASSHUKUMEMORIAL GASSHUKUMEMORIAL GASSHUKU    

    
DATEDATEDATEDATE    

    
6666THTHTHTH JUNE 2009 JUNE 2009 JUNE 2009 JUNE 2009    

LOCATIONLOCATIONLOCATIONLOCATION    SHOTO CENTRE, SHOTO CENTRE, SHOTO CENTRE, SHOTO CENTRE, 
SKUDAI, JOHORSKUDAI, JOHORSKUDAI, JOHORSKUDAI, JOHOR    

COURSE LEADERCOURSE LEADERCOURSE LEADERCOURSE LEADER    SHIGERU TANIDA,SHIGERU TANIDA,SHIGERU TANIDA,SHIGERU TANIDA,    
5555THTHTHTH DAN JKF DAN JKF DAN JKF DAN JKF    

    
    

2009 PLANNER2009 PLANNER2009 PLANNER2009 PLANNER    
 
MAY 23MAY 23MAY 23MAY 23----24 24 24 24     
10TH MALAYSIAN INTER SCHOOL TOURNAMENT 
KUALA LUMPUR 
 

MAY 25MAY 25MAY 25MAY 25----29 29 29 29     
NATIONAL SPORTS COUNCIL LEVEL 1 COURSE 
NEGERI SEMBILAN 
 

JUNE 6 JUNE 6 JUNE 6 JUNE 6     
FUNAKOSHI O’SENSEI 52ND ANNIVERSARY 
MEMORIAL GASSHUKU 
SHOTO CENTRE, JOHOR 
 

JULY 19JULY 19JULY 19JULY 19----26 26 26 26     
18TH KOI KARATE WORLD CUP & TRAINING CAMP 
KUCHING, SARAWAK 
 

AUGUST 3AUGUST 3AUGUST 3AUGUST 3----8 8 8 8     
NATIONAL SPORTS COUNCIL LEVEL 2 COURSE 
MELAKA 
 

SEPTEMBER SEPTEMBER SEPTEMBER SEPTEMBER     
NIL 
 

OCTOBER OCTOBER OCTOBER OCTOBER     
NIL 
 

NOVEMBER NOVEMBER NOVEMBER NOVEMBER     
NIL 
 

DECEMBER 18DECEMBER 18DECEMBER 18DECEMBER 18----20202020    
 KWF MALAYSIA – INTERNATIONAL SHOTO 
KARATE MASTERCAMP 2009 
JOHOR BAHRU 
 

DECEMBER DECEMBER DECEMBER DECEMBER     
Date to be announced 
KSKA OPEN CHAMPIONSHIP SABAH 
 

 
 

JUNE 5, 2009 
DECEMBER 18, 2009 

 
 

ANGRY WHITE PYJAMASANGRY WHITE PYJAMASANGRY WHITE PYJAMASANGRY WHITE PYJAMAS    
 
THE IMPACT OF COMPETITION ON MODERN THE IMPACT OF COMPETITION ON MODERN THE IMPACT OF COMPETITION ON MODERN THE IMPACT OF COMPETITION ON MODERN 
SHOTOKAN KARATE : SHOTOKAN KARATE : SHOTOKAN KARATE : SHOTOKAN KARATE : PART 1PART 1PART 1PART 1    
 

There are many reasons given by Karateka as to why 
they started training, the ability to learn how to defend 
oneself is high on the list, along with general physical 
fitness, discipline and also the fun aspect. The draw of 
the competitive side of Karate isn’t generally very high 
on the list, yet very quickly we find ourselves thrust into 
the competition environment, especially younger 
Karateka, to ‘test’ our newly developed Karate skills. 
Competition then very quickly becomes the focus for 
the majority of Karateka, it gives us a goal to focus our 
training around, it provides us with a challenge both 
with ourselves and our peers and the competitive 
aspect allows talented Karateka to shine providing that 
boost to the ego that keeps us always striving to get 
better.  
 
Sport Karate also provides us with many valuable 
lessons firstly it teaches something that is almost 
impossible to teach in any other manner, courage, 
which is a hugely important characteristic in any Martial 
Artist. It trains a Karateka’s ability to react to being 
attacked, rather than rely on pre-rehearsed Kumite 
routines, Funokoshi understood this point when he said 
“composure during tumultuous circumstance allows for 
spontaneous action and reaction”. Sport Karate also 
helps us develop fast, accurate and decisive 
techniques, which separates what we do as a Martial 
Art from just fighting.  
 
In my role as Karatenomichi Malaysia Technical 
Director, I take this part of my Karate training very 
seriously both for myself as an active competitor and 
for my team who are a young and talented group. 
However I do view this side very much as a minor part 
of my Karate training, and not the sole focus of it as I 
personally feel there are many other areas within my 
Karate that are equally if not more beneficial to train in 
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like bag work, Kata Bunkai and more realistic dojo 
Kumite. However in many clubs the training is either 
geared directly towards competition or heavily 
influenced by it, shifting the focus away from Karate’s 
martial roots. The emergence and the evolution of the 
WKF (World Karate Federation) rules of competition 
has further served to disassociate Karate from its 
traditional self defence roots as many of these fighters 
are now full time athletes concentrating their training 
solely on Shiai Kumite. Is it said that the legendary 
French fighter Christophe Pinna although quoted as 
being trained and graded in Shotokan, was virtually self 
taught and never did any kata training. Whilst I will not 
criticise these fantastic athletes, I do not feel that they 
are actually doing Karate and as the popularity of their 
brand of Karate increases we will see a degeneration of 
a dynamic and powerful Martial Art. Indeed legendary 
English Karate Coach Ticky Donnovan has been 
quoted as saying “Competition Karate is killing the art… 
there are blackbelts who can’t even punch their way out 
of a paper bag, or when they do they are missing the 
target…I feel Karate has to become more physical, it 
has become all too mamby-pamby. Today Competitors 
are getting points for punching and falling on the floor. 
Before, we would never have got a point for such a 
technique, as there is no stance or form”  
 
I believe that whilst Sport Karate has a place within 
Shotokan, it is important to remember that it is only one 
part and its influence cannot and should not 
overshadow the rest of the art. I feel that as instructors 
it is our responsibility attempt to maintain Shotokan as 
a dynamic and powerful art, and one that has genuine 
self-defence implications. I will attempt to outline how 
Sport Karate has influenced our training and how I feel 
our training can be adapted to ensure that this influence 
doesn’t affect the effectiveness of the art.  

History History History History     
To fully appreciate the impact of competition I feel we 
have to look at the history of Karate and how sport 
Karate came into being. It has often been quoted that 
Okinawan karate contained no sparring, only kata and 
their self defence applications yet Karate has 
historically been the art trained in by Japan/Okinawa’s 
best known fighters such as Soken “Bushi” Matsumura, 
Anko Itosu and Anko Azato, all of whom acted as royal 
body guards. These fighters also used to receive 
challenges from other fighters in the area to test their 

skills, indeed this continued into Modern times with 
Kase Sensei dealing with challenges to The JKA 
(Japan Karate Association) in the 50’s and 60’s.  
 
When Funokoshi became established in mainland 
Japan he needed an avenue to develop and promote 
his style of Karate, therefore he targeted the 
Universities, which contained the best scholars and 
athletes in Japan who would go on to be leaders in 
commerce and politics. Karate quickly adopted Judos 
uniform and belt system, and the structure of kihon was 
altered along militaristic lines to cope with the change 
of teaching mass classes. Also with the sporting side of 
Japan’s other major Martial Arts such as Judo and 
Kendo being firmly established, students wanted a 
competitive outlet for their Karate training, therefore in 
1936 Nakayama Sensei, Abe Sensei and Nishiyama 
Sensei amongst others held a demonstration in Tokyo 
to outlining the rules of competitive Karate. These rules 
were used unofficially when rival university clubs 
conducted Kokangeiko (exchange of courtesies and 
practice), where they tested their skills against one 
another in a freestyle manner. It is said that Funakoshi 
Sensei was very much against the idea of sport Karate, 
and it is worth noting that the first actual competition did 
not take place until 1957, the year Funokoshi Sensei 
died. This difference of opinion on the focus of 
competitive Karate caused a huge split in the JKA and 
many of the ‘old boys’ Funokoshi’s original students left 
in protest, leaving the JKA to be run in the main by 
members of the university clubs including Nakayama 
Sensei who was an employee at Takushoku, who 
became the JKA’s chief instructor.  
 
Waza Waza Waza Waza  
 
Shobu Ippon Competition Karate is built on one of 
Shotokan’s founding principles of Ikken Hisatsu 
(Stopping/Killing blow), but due to the safety aspect of 
the sport many of the techniques within the Shotokan 
arsenal such as empi-uchi, hiza-geri, open handed 
techniques, attacks to joints and vulnerable parts of the 
body and some dangerous throws are forbidden in 
competition as they have the capability to incapacitate 
an opponent. As Malcolm Sensei regularly states “if it’s 
not allowed in competition, then it actually works”.  
 
As a result greater emphasis has been placed on the 
training of techniques such as gyaku-zuki and different 
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variants of mawashi-geri. Therefore the techniques 
found in our (Shotokan’s) grading syllabus almost 
exclusively centre around techniques which can be 
used in a competitive environment, to the exclusion of 
the more dangerous striking and locking techniques. 
Indeed in KWF’s grading syllabus, from 9th Kyu to 2nd 
Dan the only techniques which appear which would not 
be allowed in a competition Karate match are 3 variants 
of Empi Uchi (Yoko, Tate & Mawashi) and three open 
handed techniques (Shuto-uke, Shuto-uchi and Nukite), 
which is a tiny percentage of the vast array of 
techniques practiced for grading purposes. Please do 
not misunderstand my point here, we (KWF & other 
good Shotokan groups) practice a vast array of 
techniques within our training, but the influence of sport 
orientated “University Karate” has been so great that it 
has limited the amount of techniques that are required 
to demonstrate our technical skill and ability. This 
influence has continued into the Yakusoku Kumite that 
we practice, quite rightly basic kumite (Ippon, Sanbon & 
Gohon) revolves around the use of basic technique, 
however once we move to Juyi-Ippon (semi-free one 
step sparring) the use of sport-orientated techniques 
continues. It is my belief that by the time a student 
reaches 1st Kyu level attempting the exam for their 
Shodan they should be demonstrating a mastery of an 
array of techniques from within the Shotokan arsenal, 
and not be reliant on the 3 or 4 techniques that they 
use for success on the competition mat.  
This type of competition orientated training, also leads 
us to learn how to defend against linear Karate-style 
attacks rather than how we would need to defend in the 
street. In 2004 using UK’s Home Office statistics, CCTV 
footage and witness/victim interviews Jeff Nash 
published a paper outlining the most common forms of 
attack in the UK, he found that following were the most 
Habitual Acts of Violence;  
 
1.  One person pushes, hands to chest, which is 

normally followed by the pushee striking first, 
to the head.  

2.  A swinging punch to the head.  
3.  A front clothing grab, one handed, followed by 

punch to the head.  
4.  A front clothing grab, two hands, followed by a 

head butt.  
5.  A front clothing grab, two hands, followed by a 

knee to the groin.  
6.  A bottle, glass, or ashtray to the head.  

7.  A lashing kick to groin/lower legs.  
8. A broken bottle/glass jabbed to face.  
9.  A slash with knife, most commonly a 3 to 

4"lockblade knife or kitchen utility knife.  
10. A grappling style head lock.  
 
Whilst the skills developed from defences against 
Karate style attacks may have some cross over in 
allowing us to defend against the attacks listed above, 
for the art to become, or more accurately return to, an 
effective form of self defence training, it is important 
that our kumite training includes defences against 
attacks such as these. 
 
Next Issue - PART 2 : MAAI, TARGETTING, THE  PART 2 : MAAI, TARGETTING, THE  PART 2 : MAAI, TARGETTING, THE  PART 2 : MAAI, TARGETTING, THE 
KUMITE OF KATA & THE FUTUREKUMITE OF KATA & THE FUTUREKUMITE OF KATA & THE FUTUREKUMITE OF KATA & THE FUTURE    
    
    
FIGHT SCIENCEFIGHT SCIENCEFIGHT SCIENCEFIGHT SCIENCE    
    
THE PHYSICS OF KARATE STRIKESTHE PHYSICS OF KARATE STRIKESTHE PHYSICS OF KARATE STRIKESTHE PHYSICS OF KARATE STRIKES : PART 1 : PART 1 : PART 1 : PART 1    
JON CHANANIE, University of Virginia 
 
IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction    
In recent years, the ancient eastern art of Karate-Do (a 
Japanese word, literally translated as “the way of the 
empty hand”) has become popular in the western world. 
Karateka—practitioners of Karate—often break boards, 
cinderblocks, and other solid materials in order to 
demonstrate the strength that their training develops. 
Much can be said of the history and culture associated 
with the expansion of martial training, but this essay—it 
is, after all, a physics paper—will examine the collision 
mechanics of a hand strike to a solid target like a 
board. 
 
Force, Momentum, and Deformation EnergyForce, Momentum, and Deformation EnergyForce, Momentum, and Deformation EnergyForce, Momentum, and Deformation Energy    
That large objects moving at high speeds hit harder 
than smaller objects moving more slowly goes without 
saying. In attempting to break a board, a karateka 
seeks to hit the board as hard as possible. It therefore 
follows that the karateka should move his or her 
weapon (for the purpose of this paper, the hand) as 
quickly as possible in order to hit as hard as possible. 
But what makes for a “hard” strike? Two ways exist to 
answer this question, both equally accurate. The first 
looks at the collision in terms of forceforceforceforce and momentummomentummomentummomentum; 
the second looks at the collision in terms of energyenergyenergyenergy. 
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Force (F) is accelerationaccelerationaccelerationacceleration (a) times mass (m): F = m· a. 
Momentum (p) is mass times velocity (v): p = m· v. 
Since acceleration measures change in velocity over 
time (t) (put another way, acceleration is the derivative 
of velocity with respect to time), force is the derivative 
of momentum with respect to time. Equivalently, force 
times time equals change in momentum, or impulseimpulseimpulseimpulse 
(Δp): Δp=F· t. This is significant because momentum is 
a conserved quantity. It can be neither created nor 
destroyed, but is passed from one object (the hand) to 
another (the board). The reason for this conservation is 
Newton’s third law of motion, which states that if an 
object exerts a force on another object for a given time, 
the second object exerts a force equal in magnitude but 
opposite in direction (force being a vector quantity) on 
the first object for the same amount of time so the 
second object gains exactly the amount of momentum 
the first object loses. Momentum is thus transferred. 
With Δp a fixed quantity, F and t are necessarily 
inversely proportional. One can deliver a given amount 
of momentum by transferring a large force for a short 
time or by transferring small amounts of force 
continuously for a longer time. 
 
Why, then, move should the karateka swing his or her 
hand with as much velocity as possible? Because if the 
hand is moving quickly, it is likely to decelerate (strictly 
speaking, accelerate in the direction opposite to its 
direction of travel) more quickly in response to the force 
the board exerts on it upon collision, as per Newton’s 
third law. If the amount of time involved in the transfer 
of momentum is therefore small, the amount of force 
that will be transferred to the target all at once will be 
large. This sudden transfer of a lot of force causes the 
part of the board that is struck and which therefore 
experiences that force to accelerate. If that part of the 
board accelerates enough relative to other parts of the 
board (which are generally held still by the cinderblocks 
on which the boards are placed), breakage occurs. 
 
This same phenomenon can be analyzed in terms of 
energy transferenergy transferenergy transferenergy transfer and resulting deformation damagedeformation damagedeformation damagedeformation damage. 
Given and object with mass m1 at rest (the board) and 
another object of mass m2 (the karateka’s hand) 
moving at velocity v upon impact and ignoring the 
negligible amount of energy lost as thermal energy 
(heat), the amount of energy in the system lost to 
deformation damage (ΔE) is given by the following: 
 

(1 - e2) m1 x m2  Δ E= 2 x (m1 + m2) x v2 
 
where e is the coefficient of restitution, which measures 
how elastic the collision is. It is a function of the 
hardness or softness of the colliding objects, which 
along with velocity determines impulse. If hard objects 
collide (for a perfectly inelastic collision, e=0), they will 
accelerate one another quickly, transferring a large 
amount of force in a small amount of time while soft 
objects colliding (for a perfectly elastic collision, e=1) 
transfer smaller amounts of energy to one another for 
longer periods of time. Difference in how long 
momentum takes to transfer and therefore in force at a 
given instant is why hitting a pillow with the fleshy part 
of the hand hurts much less than hitting a brick with the 
knuckles. 
 
As ΔE is proportional to the square of velocity, the more 
velocity the hand has, the more energy will be 
transferred into the board. In the simplest possible 
terms, if the board is infused with more energy than its 
structure can handle, it breaks. More rigorously 
analyzed, energy transfer causes the board to dent. 
This process of transferring energy is workworkworkwork (W). Work is 
force times distance (d): W=F· d. If the area of the 
board that is struck dents a sufficient distance, it will 
break. Since the distance it dents depends on the 
energy transferred to it and the amount of energy 
transferred depends on the velocity of the karateka’s 
hand, a high-speed strike is most likely to break the 
board. 
 
 
Next Issue - PART 2 :  PART 2 :  PART 2 :  PART 2 :  Striking Surface, Poi Striking Surface, Poi Striking Surface, Poi Striking Surface, Point of nt of nt of nt of 
Focus,Use of Body Mass & Specifics of ImpactFocus,Use of Body Mass & Specifics of ImpactFocus,Use of Body Mass & Specifics of ImpactFocus,Use of Body Mass & Specifics of Impact    
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MEMBERS’ CONTRIBUTIONSMEMBERS’ CONTRIBUTIONSMEMBERS’ CONTRIBUTIONSMEMBERS’ CONTRIBUTIONS    
 
Martial Arts and Why Is Martial Art An Art-Form 

of Living Proportions  – An Introspective 

By Sidney Ng 

 

 

OSS! 

 

Firstly, I have to admit that I am merely a 10
th

 kyu 

learning the ropes of karate for less than a year. 

This short introspective is gleanings of 

understanding of the above mentioned topic and 

is a personal opinion rather than the opinion of 

any dojo’s or ryu ha’s. 

 

Seiza 

 

Since I was young, I always wanted to learn 

martial arts.  

What was it that piqued my interest? 

Was it the colored belts? 

Was it the persistence of the mudansha’s during 

their training? 

Was it merely just the uniformity of the kata’s 

being displayed? 

Perhaps I was young and I was fascinated and 

sensitized with the media world. 

Perhaps it was a statement of identity. 

Of belonging to a particular ryu ha and ultimately 

being associated with something. 

Perhaps it’s part of what everyone wants to be. 

Whole. 

 

Shomen ni rei 

 

But what is whole? What is complete? Are we 

complete being a shodan? 

If so, where is the art in martial arts? 

I believe art is like a skillfully drawn painting. 

Without the canvas, the artist or the inspiration 

there is no art.  

The perception of art would depend very much 

on the background of the person but it speaks to 

everyone in a universal language as there is no 

language, as it exists in the fabric of expressions 

and abstract. It does not rely on sounds, just 

imagery and feel 

As they always say, life imitates art and vice 

versa. 

Art can exist with just one of the three. A canvas 

is still born an art form; the artist, is a living 

testimonial of art; the inspiration is an abstract 

form of art found in the realm of neither the 

living nor the dead. 

 

O ta ka ni rei 

Many ask which art is more supreme than the 

other. Karate? Aikido? Judo? Taekwondo? 

But that is out of the point, as an art is an art.  

One does not ask which artist is the best. 

One can only admire from afar and learn the 

subtle gestures of the artform. 

Each stroke tells a story within itself. 

Each kihon has a story of its own. 

Each kata has a life of its own. 

Each being expressed to the current reality as 

each move is perfected.  

Timing. 

Posture. 

Pose. 

Each tells a different subtle somber tale from the 

past traditions. 

Handed down from generations to generations. 

Perhaps it was a form of communication. 

Like dance. 

Just used in a different context and different 

culture. 

Currently, this art form has sprouted as a life 

form of its own, seeping to different forms (or 

ryu ha’s). 

But each has the same essentials. 

Different cultures.  

Same essentials to unite them. 

See the pattern? 

 

Sensei ni rei 

 

Thus my class begins and my journey to this art 

form starts. The artist. The canvas. The 

inspiration. The head. The body. The tail. Birth. 

Life. Death. Start. Middle. End. Foreplay. Climax. 

Release. The living form of art and life itself. 

 

 

 

Oss!!Oss!!Oss!!Oss!! Welcomes articles that contribute to the 
understanding of theory, research, history and practical 
application of karate. We encourage contributions from 
all members; instructors, students and supporters. We 
welcome multi-dimensional articles that include 
sidebars, photos, artwork and/or illustrations. Editorial 
content will promote the core KARATENOMICHI values 
of member participation and diversity. 
 
So, if YOUYOUYOUYOU have anything that you would like to see 
featured in a future OSS! newsletter, please submit 
your material or contact Azlimmi Himzal at 
seikenkarate@gmail.com 
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GEARBAGGEARBAGGEARBAGGEARBAG    
 
READABLES 
 
SHOTOKAN KARATE MAGAZINESHOTOKAN KARATE MAGAZINESHOTOKAN KARATE MAGAZINESHOTOKAN KARATE MAGAZINE    
(4 ISSUES A YEAR) 
£17.00  
 
FIGHTING ARTS MAGAZINEFIGHTING ARTS MAGAZINEFIGHTING ARTS MAGAZINEFIGHTING ARTS MAGAZINE    
(12 ISSUES A YEAR) 
1 YEAR USD44.00 / 2YEARS USD81.00 
 
JAPAN IMPORTS 
 

 
SHOTOKAN KANJI T-SHIRT 

PRICE : ¥3,700 
COLOURS : WHITE & BLACK  

 
FIGHT GEAR 
    
WKF STYLE KUMITE MITTS + INSTEP & SHIN GUARDWKF STYLE KUMITE MITTS + INSTEP & SHIN GUARDWKF STYLE KUMITE MITTS + INSTEP & SHIN GUARDWKF STYLE KUMITE MITTS + INSTEP & SHIN GUARD    
Colours  : Blue / Red 
Normal Price  : RM210.00 
Members Price  : RM195.00 
 
TEAM KIT 
 

 
 
Non Members : RM35.00 
Members : RM29.90 
Colour  : White 
Sizes  : S, M, L, XL, XXL 
 

OUTREACHOUTREACHOUTREACHOUTREACH    
 

 
How can you help us to reduce the cost in operating the 
Dojo, website maintainance, event & activity budget 
and in the publication of this newsletter? 
 
If you have a family member or friend who is not 
interested in training, but would like to join our 
SUPPORTERS CLUB, then a small donation of 
RM150.00 will entitle the person to be a member of our 
KARATENOMICHI SUPPORTERS CLUB. Membership 
come with an exclusive limited edition t-shirt designed 
by Azlimmi Sensei and a Certificate of Appreciation. 
 
If you know of any persons or organizations interested 
in becoming our : 

 General Sponsor 
 Event Sponsor 
 Outreach Sponsor 

 
Please ask your instructor for a copy of the 
SPONSORSHIP PROPOSAL to forward to the 
interested parties. 
 
 

SPOTLIGHTSPOTLIGHTSPOTLIGHTSPOTLIGHT    
 

 
 

NAMENAMENAMENAME    Muhd. Adam Danish Himzal 
 

DOJO / GRADEDOJO / GRADEDOJO / GRADEDOJO / GRADE    Melaka, 6th Kyu 
 

SCHOOL / AGESCHOOL / AGESCHOOL / AGESCHOOL / AGE    S.K. Sri Duyung, Melaka / 10 years old 
 

FAVORITEFAVORITEFAVORITEFAVORITE KATA KATA KATA KATA    Heian Nidan 
 

TRAINING SINCETRAINING SINCETRAINING SINCETRAINING SINCE    October 2007 
 

 

KARATENOMICHI 


